BAL offers a variety of Stabilizing Jacks for your travel trailer, fifth wheel, or tent camper. The BAL C-Jack is designed to help improve your camping experience by maximizing stabilization and offering fine leveling capabilities.

All Models include:
- Steadiness of a stabilizing jack with strength of a leveling jack
- Highly functional, low profile design is light weight with increased strength
- Integrated curved foot helps prevent slipping or sinking
- Quick & easy operation
- Automotive quality rust protection
- Mounting hardware included
- Made in the USA
- Standard Crank Handle (20036)

C-JACKS

**ACCESSORIES:**

**Model 23200**
Foot Pads w/ Bolts (Boxed pair)
6” square pads offer extra support on soft ground.

**Model 23205**
42” Connecting Channel
Connects two “C” Jacks together when no crossmember mount is available.

**ADD-ONS:**

**23216** Lock Arm
Helps eliminate unwanted movement in your trailer by adding support from the jack’s foot to the trailer frame.

**24210** PowerPak
Enjoy the added convenience of push button operation with this simple add-on motor kit.

**Crank Handles**

**3/4” Drive**

**20036**
- Standard 3/4 inch fixed drive socket
- Rust inhibitive zinc coating
- Black rubber hand grips
- Found in boxed sets of: 24028 Lo Pro Scissors Jack, 24002C Standard Scissors Jack, all ‘C’ Jacks

**20037**
- Deluxe 3/4 inch swivel drive socket
- Rust inhibitive zinc coating
- Black rubber & plastic hand grips
- Found in boxed sets of: 24002D & 24003D Deluxe Scissors Jack

**20032**
- Chrome speed handle with fixed 3/4 inch drive socket
- Chrome spin hand grips for ease of operation
- Found in boxed sets of: All ‘T’ Style & Telescopic Stabilizing Jacks

**Hook Style**

**24032**
- Hook style ‘J’ end for older generation Scissors Jacks
- Chrome spin hand grips for ease of operation

**24031**
- Speed Handle upgrade with Slotted end
- Automotive quality rust protection
- Black rubber & plastic hand grips
- Optional upgrade for: 23025 & 23026 Light Trailer Stabilizing Jacks
- Made in the USA

**Slotted Drive**

**23033**
- Standard handle with Slotted end
- Automotive quality rust protection
- Shaft reach: 14 inch
- Found in boxed sets of: 23025 & 23026 Light Trailer Stabilizing Jacks
- Made in the USA